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ABSTRACT
A user study was conducted to investigate how people deal
with the flow of information in their workspaces. Subjects
reported that, in an attempt to quickly and informally man-
age their information, they created piles of documents.
Piles were seen as complementary to the folder filing sys-
tem, which was used for more formal archiving. A new
desktop interface element – the pile – was developed and
prototype through an iterative process. The design in-
cludes direct manipulation techniques and support for
browsing, and goes beyond physical world functionality by
providing system assistance for automatic pile construction
and reorganization. Preliminary user tests indicate the de-
sign is promising and raise issues that will be addressed in
future work.
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INTRODUCTION
As the amount of information users confront on their com-
puters increases, tools to organize and manipulate this in-
formation become increasingly important.

Today’s direct manipulation computer interfaces, such as
the Macintosh@ desktop interface [1], offer limited means
of handling information. Users can manually place files
within folders, organized in a rigid hierarchy. Users are re-
sponsible for appropriately filing all items; the system of-
fers little assistance in this often tedious task. Recent en-
hancements, such as “aliases” [2], allow users to overcome
a frequent problem, namely that an item belongs in more
than one folder. However, the folder as the sole container
type presents an impoverished set of possibilities.

The real world provides a rich array of organization sys-
tems. In the past, researchers have looked at how users
find items in their physical offices [9]. We conducted a
study to observe how users organize the large amounts of
information they work with in their physical offices. Our
study differed from previous work in that we looked at
ways in which people use and interact with filing systems.
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We were also interested in how people work with assistants
when dealing with information.

By examining individuals’ information management
schemes, we were able to extract and extrapolate a number
of interesting interface ideas for a graphical interface. Our
intent was not simply to emulate physical world functional-
ity – several investigators have argued against this proce-
dure [3,6] – but rather to leverage users’ knowledge to
create an intuitive and powerful system that goes beyond
physical world capabilities. Using this approach. we sought
to construct a design which provides new functionality and
enhances the user interface.

Like Malone [9], we found that users like to group items
spatially and often prefer to deal with information by creat-
ing physical piles of paper, rather than immediately catego-
rizing it into specific folders. Computer users are confront-
ed with large amounts of information, but currently are
only provided with a hierarchical filing system for manag-
ing it.

Therefore, we propose that incorporating ‘piles’ within a
graphical user interface could provide a number of interest-
ing possibilities. Users have difficulty deciding where to
file a new item; piling requires less mental effort. Today’s
office assistants use piles as a way of suggesting categories
to others; computerized agents might make use of them in
the same way to convey a certain degree of imprecision in
the suggested organization. Piles may also provide an ap-
propriate representation for the results of information re-
trieval algorithms which are inherently inexact [13].

At least one system, BUSINESS [11], previously explored
this interface metaphor as a construct within a text-based
application programming language. For example, a user
could initiate an action by typing an instruction such as
“Empty the In Box onto the Work Pile.” However, there
was no graphical representation, and so the system could do
little more than allow the user to issue programmatic com-
mands using a subset of English.

This paper provides both specific design ideas and insight
into our design process as it progressed from user inter-
views to design to testing. The first section describes find-
ings from observing and interviewing office workers. In
particular, we report why folders were not always appropri-
ate and how and when users found piles useful. We then de-
scribe the interface designs inspired by these observations.
In the third section, we report results from informal tests of
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these designs. In conclusion, we describe directions for
future work.

USER INTERVIEWS
As part of our design process, we undertook a user study to
find out how people deal with information in their physical
workspaces. Studies of this kind are important in helping us
understand the user’s perspective. Our aim was to identify
aspects of the real world work process which could offer in-
sight into a new, more powerful interface.

Method
The study involved interviews with thirteen men and wom-
en in Marketing, Support, Human Resources, and Technical
departments within Apple Computer, Inc. The interviews
lasted between 30 and 60 minutes and were conducted in
the participant’s work area. All interviews were videotaped.

We asked people to describe the way information arrived in
their work area, what they initially did with this informa-
tion, where it went next, and how it was finally stored. Par-
ticipants gave us a tour of their workspace to help us under-
stand what purpose various cabinets, shelves, and storage
devices served. We also took a small pile of documents
with us and asked participants to judge what these docu-
ments were on the basis of their appearance. In this way,
we could find out how they worked with completely unfa-
miliar information. Since we are interested in developing
ways for the computer to help the user, we also asked peo-
ple how they worked with assistants.

Findings
Our subjects used a variety of techniques – folders, file cab-
inets, file racks, piles, binders, card files, and bulletin
boards – for managing the information in their offices.
Since our primary concern in this paper is the uses of fold-
ers and piles, we ’11focus on observations relevant to these
items.

Uses for folders. File folders were used in several ways. As
could be expected, items were placed in folders which were
in turn placed in file cabinets as a means of archiving infor-
mation not currently needed. Users applied a variety of or-
ganizations to their file cabinets, ranging from totally ran-
dom arrangements to strict alphabetical and color coded
systems.

Users were sometimes dissatisfied with using folders in this
way, because they were required to make an explicit deci-
sion about how to categorize individual items. This was of-
ten especially difficult with new information. One user said
“I’m not always as good at categorizing things as I would
like...is’s hard to get it right and I’m sort of a perfectionist,
so I think that I should know exactly how I should do it...1
like things in their place, but I can’t figure out exactly what
place.”

One solution, identified by several users, would be to file
the information in several places. However, even though
copiers were near at hand, people did not choose to dupli-
cate information in order to store it in more than one folder.

Folders were also used in informal ways. Many people
mounted folders in racks, which enabled the folders to
stand up. These folders were used for frequently accessed
information – most often action items and items requiring

regular maintenance, such as expense reports and things to
read. Some users ordered or changed the orientation of the
folders in their racks to make the most important or urgent
information prominent. Folders were also used as a storage
medium within piles, as a way to hold together a certain
group of items. As one user commented, “... [1] folderize to
keep things neat... there’s no hierarchy in there, because
building a hierarchy takes too much time.”

Based on these observations, we inferred two things about
the current folder-based interface offered on the Macintosh:
the categorization problems are presumably amplified by
the use of multiply nested folders, and support for more in-
formal grouping techniques, such as racks, could be useful.

Piles: A less rizid categorization system. In addition to us-
ing folders, users grouped items into piles. For example,
most workers kept information they needed in a specific
working area. A common strategy was to create separate
piles for each project and place them within the working
area, at distances that reflected their urgency. Many work-
ers also created piles for incoming information that they
could not deal with immediately. The contents of users’
piles was clearly not restricted to paper documents – we ob-
served piles composed of various items such as books, fold-
ers, reports, binders, cassette tapes, video tapes, postcards,
envelopes, magazines, journals, and boxes.

People used piles instead of hierarchical folders because
they did not require detailed categorization and they could
be more easily reordered than a folder and file system. For
many workers, the pile was viewed as an entity that was
subject to change. Users reported that over a period of time,
items within a pile would often be reshuffled and broken
down into several sub-piles, and an informal process of cat-
egorization would begin. We noted several approaches to
separating material within piles: some users stacked materi-
als at different angles, while some placed dividers within
the pile.

To the outside observer, an office containing piles often ap-
pears disorganized. However, all of our participants had
several piles in their workspace and in most cases, they
knew what was in each pile and could tell us quite a lot
about its history. Seemingly disordered piles were often
sensible to the person who created them, because they de-
veloped through many interactions over a long period of
time. For instance, many piles grew as newer items were
added to the top, and workers could tell where things were
by their date, since the stack was ordered chronologically.

Piles: self-revealirw. browseable. Several users remarked
that the outer appearance of their piles conveniently al-
lowed them to recognize particular items. Our subjects
were also able to make use of the appearance of previously
unseen piles. We asked them to look at a small pile of unfa-
miliar materials which we took with us to the interview. By
looking at the pile’s outside form, they were able to infer
quite a lot about its contents.

Consequently, we noted that piles facilitate browsing, and
we observed four different browsing methods. In the edge
browse method described above, people looked at the out-
side edges of the pile for clues about the items within. In-
formation such as color, texture, and thickness was com-
monly used to judge the contents of a pile. In the restack
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method, people started at the top of the pile and dealt with
each item in turn by lifting it off the pile, looking at it and
then placing it somewhere other than back on the pile. In
the hinge method, the items stayed in the pile, but the pile
was hinged open at different points to display a single item.
The final method was to spread out a pile and look at its
contents in parallel.

Assistance with information management. Most partici-
pants did not have an assistant, but said they would wel-
come one. We asked those who did have assistants to
describe how they worked together.

Assistants commonly took care of routine tasks, such as
sorting mail into different categories. For people who had
to deal with large amounts of information, their assistant
acted as a filter, passing along urgent material and remov-
ing junk mail. Some assistants would reorganize the work-
space and create a filing system in which information could
be more easily organized. This usually happened in collab-
oration with the worker, Typically the assistant would sug-
gest categories and discuss these with the worker before
actually filing the material. The assistant would often not
understand the technical content, but could scan through
the materials looking for keywords that might help in the
categorization task. Piles were often used by assistants to
indicate potential categories. As one assistant remarked,
“I’ll go into his office and put [labels] on piles on his floor
and he’ll look at it and say ‘no’ or he’ll say ‘that’s pretty
good’.”

FROM OBSERVATION TO DESIGN SKETCH
The next step in our process was to take our observations
and develop a number of design sketches using Macro-
Mind’s DirectorTM application [8] which supports scripted
interaction and animation. These design sketches illustrated
particular interaction techniques and were used to facilitate
group discussion about interaction possibilities and the
technology necessary to support them. They centered
around the development of a new organizational element –
the pile – which would support informal groupings of items
on the computer desktop. In addition, we extended the met-
aphor to include functionality which could only be provid-
ed by the existence of a computer. The design sketches
created are described below.

User-created r)iles. One objective was to allow users to
create piles of mixed content and multiple data types. Each
item within a pile would be represented by a miniature de-
picting its first page and extent (see Figure la). We wanted
to maintain the informal quality of physical piles by provid-

(a) (b)

Figure 1. .pk&on the deskt@ In general, piles can contain various
media, such as folders and individual documents. The pile in (a)
was created by the user, and is consequently disheveled in appear-
ance. In addition, the system can create piles for the user, based on
rules explicitly stated by the user or developed through user-system
collaboration. These piles have a neat appearance, as shown in (b),
to indicate that there is a script, or set of rules, behind them.

ing direct manipulation techniques which resemble real
world interactions. For example, a pile is created by over-
lapping two items; items are added to an existing pile by
simply placing them on top (Figure 2). These user-created
piles have a disheveled look.

System-created piles. In addition, we postulated that the
system could create piles for a user. As shown in Figure 1
(b), these piles would have an orderly appearance. The
system would assemble these piles using a script either de-
veloped through user-system collaboration, or explicitly
written by the user. By creating and maintaining piles for
the user, the system could serve as an office assistant.

How might this user-system collaboration work? Potential-
ly, the user could supply sample documents as input for
pile construction. By analyzing these documents, the sys-
tem could offer various criteria for script construction. For
example, the system could determine a document’s unique
terms and let the user select the specific terms to use as
piling criteria. Additionally, the system might extract struc-
tural data, such as the “Re:” line in a mail message and ask
the user if similar mail messages should be collected into
the pile. Malone suggested a similar tact for automatic clas-
sification [9] and reported successful results in the Informa-
tion Lens system [10]. As shown in Figure 3, our design
provides a way for users to gradually learn to create scripts.
As in the work of MacLean et al [7], we wanted to provide
a natural way for users to approach “tailorability” of piles
as a part of the system.

SuVVort for browsing. We wanted to support some of the
browsing techniques users applied in their physical offices.

Figure 2. Adding a docu ttoap ile. If a document is positioned over an existing pile, the pile highlighk to show that it can accept the new
document. When the mo!s~ button is released the document ‘drops’ onto the pile.

e
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(a) (b)

Collect items:

❑ From: Yin Yin”-Wang

❑ Re: Design competition update

contain the words:

lB
I

(c)

Figure 3. Sc rit)tina a Dile. (a) depicts a mail area containing two scripted piles; one for important items, one for everything else. Over time, the
criteria for ‘important’ mav change. As shown, an item in the ‘other’ Dile has been removed because the user desires that it, and items like it,
now appear in the important pil& When this item is dropped onto the important pile, as shown in (b), the system queries the user to find out
whether this action is a singular event or whether the pile’s script should be modified. If the user chooses to modify the script, the system sug-
gests criteria which could be used, as shown in (c). Alternatively, users can gain direct access to the scripting language and write their own
criteria via the “Script...” button. Once the script is updated, items satisfying the new criteria visibly move to the ‘important’ pile.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. &ows ina bv so eadr ina ou u. Gesturing sideways with the mouse pointer, or with a finger in the case of a touch screen, causes
the pile contents to spread out. Individual items can now be directly manipulated.

....-.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5. Browsina while maintaining the oile’s structure. Gesturing vertically with the mouse pointer as shown in (a), or with a finger in the
case of a touch screen, generates a ‘viewing cone’ (b) that contains a minature version of the first page of the item under the pointer. This
viewing cone will follow the vertical position of the pointer; the miniature changes as the pointer moves over each item. The user can move
through the pages of an item in the viewing cone by using the left and right cursor keys on the keyboard. When an item is visible in the viewing
cone, it can be selected by clicking the mouse button. The item then appears next to the pile on the desktop, as shown in (c).
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(a)

h
Orderby: ~

(t))

Figure 6. Visua Iizina a Dile’s co ntent~. The pile shawn is within a ‘visualizing environment’ that allaws the user to select and visualize several
ctfieria. Criteria can-be “mapped to the pile’s order, the color of the items within the pile, ar the way a pile is broken into sub-piles. In (a) the pile
is both ordered and colored by date. In (b) the user chose to ‘pile by’ content. Therefore, the system separated the original pile into four con-
tent-based piles. Three are labeled with specific terms suggested by the system (e.g. “architecture”), appear neat and are now scripted to
maintain similar content. The remaining disheveled pile, “other,” contains items which did not fit into any of the other three piles.

By virtue of using miniatures of the actual documents, we
offered edge browsing capabilities. In addition, we ex-
plored gestural inputs as a way to invoke other browsing
methods. For example, a horizontal gesture would spread
out a pile so that miniatures of each item’s first page were
visible (Figure 4). A vertical up-and-down movement over
a pile would allow users to browse a pile using a ‘viewing
cone’ (Figure 5). When an item was visible in the viewing
cone, the user could move through miniature representa-
tions of its pages by using the cursor keys on the keyboard.
In the design sketches, a mouse was used to create the ges-
tures, but we thought that these interaction techniques
would be particularly well-suited to a touch screen display.

Manapitw uiles. In physical offices, the user is confronted
with many pile management tasks, such as re-piling and
sub-piling when aparticular pile becomes unwieldy orspe-
ciflc information must be retrieved. We wanted the system
to act as a collaborator in dealing with these issues, and
therefore designed a ‘visualizing environment’ which
would help users understand the contents of piles. As
shown in Figure 6, a user might choose to emphasize cer-
tain criteria in apileby using order, color or sub-piles. A
user can elect to view combinations of criteria simultane-
ously. For example, the user could choose that items in a
pile be ordered by date, The user might also request that the
items in apilebe color coded according totheir data type.
Additionally, the user might have the system suggest sub-
ject-based sub-piles, by choosing the “pile by content” op-
tion. The sub-piles deemed useful could be moved out of
the visualization area for use on the desktop.

TESTING USER’S EXPECTATIONS OF PILES
The design sketches raised interest amongst our colleagues
and were the focal point for discussions. However, since
the sketches were ‘hard-wired,’ we did not know if the in-
teraction techniques were usable and of value to end-users.
Consequently, we undertook a user test of the interaction
techniques,

We constructed a suite of prototypes in Director that sup-
ported the interactivity we wished to test. We hoped to
gauge people’s expectations about the inclusion of piles on
the desktop. Our method was informal, resembling the type
of testing described in [4,12], in order to provide us with
quick results that could be used in design iteration.

Method
Five men and five women in nontechnical positions at
Apple Computer were individually tested in approximately
one hour sessions. The subjects were asked to think aloud
[5] while working through 5 tasks, and the sessions were
videotaped. The first two tasks compared two different pile
models, In the third task, users explored methods of initiat-
ing pile browsing. Task four allowed users to indicate pref-
erences between three different viewing cone representa-
tions. In the final task, users were asked to locate items
within a pile. At the conclusion of the test, users were infor-
mally asked for their comments and general impressions
concerning piles.

Pilitw models. Two different models for a pile were com-
pared: a “document-centered” model and a “pile-centered”
model. Possible ordering effects were avoided by varying
the presentation of these two models across users.

In the “document-centered” task, the pile was represented
as a collection of individual items. The user was presented
with a series of colored rectangles within a white screen
area. These rectangles were intended to represent files on a
desktop. The rectangles could be selected and moved with
the mouse. When one rectangle was placed over another
rectangle, both would fall back to create a disheveled pile.
Additional documents could be added to an existing pile by
moving them over the pile and releasing the mouse. Docu-
ments could be removed by individually selecting them via
any visible region and dragging them away from the pile.
The pile itself could not be moved as a unit.

In the “pile-centered” task, piles were created in the same
way, except that the pile acted more like a Macintosh folder
— a single entity containing a collection of documents.
When one document ‘rectangle’ was moved over another
rectangle, the latter would highlight to indicate a pile would
be formed if the mouse button was released. Subsequent
documents moved to the pile would automatically drop
onto the top of the pile. The pile itself, as opposed to inde-

pendent documents, could then be dragged around the desk-
top by mouse-clicking on any part of it.

Initiating browsing. In this task, participants tried out dif-

ferent ways of initiating pile browsing. They compared
double-clicking and the horizontal gesture (shown in Figure
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(a) stationary (b) side shift (c) document pull-out

Figure 7. Ie.st of different viewina cone rerxesent ations. Users were presented with three different ways a pile could react during viewing
cone browsing. In each case, the viewing cone contains a miniature of the first page of the document being examined, In style (a), the pile re-
mains stationary. In (b), each item above the item being currently viewed is moved to the left side. In (c), the item currently being viewed tem-
porarily moves out of the pile and to the right. Users preferred methods (b) and (c).

4) as ways to spread out a pile’s contents. They also com-
pared double-clicking and vertical gesturing (Figure 5) for
initiating browsing with the view cone.

Viewitw cone remesentations. In this task, participants
were presented with three different visual representations
of the-viewing cone (see Figure 7). All were initiated by the
same interaction – a single mouse click on the pile – but the
order of presentation was varied for each user. When users
settled on a preferable representation, they were shown
how to use the keyboard to examine a miniature docu-
ment’s pages while it was within the viewing cone. Users
were shown which key would move the document forward
one page, and which would move it backwards.

Findirw items within a pile. In this task, participants were
asked to use the viewing cone and paging ability to locate
specific pages within documents in the pile. First they were
asked to locate a picture of a hand on a mouse, for which
they were shown a real report illustration as a stimulus.
Then they were asked to locate three separate items within
the pile: a colored bar graph, a map of North America
which was contained in an Atlas document, and a document
containing bullet point text. Users were not timed – this
part of the test was aimed at determining if pile browsing
was, in general, qualitatively suitable to users for locating
information.

Results
Pilinz models. Although each user had a clear preference
for one of our methods of pile creation (“pile-centered” or
“document-centered”), neither method was judged to be
clearly superior. In the “document-centered” model, users
liked the ability to grab an individual document within a
pile. A problem with this model was that users were not
sure how to move a pile as a unit, since selecting any part

of the pile led to moving an individual item rather than the
pile as a whole. In the “pile-centered” model, users liked
the way the system automatically aligned the items in the
pile, the ability to move a pile as a unit, and the highlight-
ing that indicated a pile was ready to accept an item. A

problem with this model was the difficulty of selecting an
individual item within the pile,

Most users also expected that any desktop item could be
added to a pile. This led to discussion of what would hap-
pen if a document was placed on top of an isolated folder;
users were unsure whether the item would go into the fold-
er or if a new pile would be created. Most users thought

that, based on their previous Macintosh experience, the
item would go into the folder. This raises questions about
how the pile metaphor fits into the current Macintosh desk-
top metaphor.

Most users asked for features generally available in desk~op
systems, but which were not present in the testing proto-
types. For example, they wanted to be able to add a select-
ed group of items to a pile, name piles, apply ordering
schemes based on date, size, name, and kind, and control
where a document was placed within a pile.

Since users liked and disliked certain features of each mod-
el, new design work will be undertaken to create models
that both embody users’ preferences and are internally con-
sistent. Further testing of these new models will be
conducted.

~. Subjects tried using both gestures and
mouse double-clicks to spread out a pile and also to obtain
the viewing cone. In both cases, 9 out of the 10 participants
preferred the double-click method. They found it faster and
more Macintosh-like, which was not unexpected given that
the subjects were all accustomed to the Macintosh. Howev-
er, users also felt that the gestures were non-intuitive and
somewhat ambiguous, and that the piles might be spread
out accidentally while moving the cursor around on the
screen. The gestures were originally intended for use on a
touch screen and most participants said that using a finger
on the screen for the gesture might be more intuitive than
using a mouse. This needs to be confirmed in a test with a
touch screen. Note that we did not ask users which of the
browsing methods they would want initiated by the double-
click action; we only ascertained that they prefen-ed dou-
ble-clicking over gesturing,

In general, users thought they would make use of the
‘spread out’ view. Since all items were visible at once, it
supported recognition and comparison. A few users ex-
pressed interest in viewing a grid layout rather than the
overlapping one used in our testing prototype. While in this
view, most users expected to both be able to act on individ-
ual items in strmdard ways, and move the documents as a
group. In addition to the miniature representation of each
item, many users requested that other information such as
name, date, and kind be made available, and that the system
provide representations which would specifically help the
user differentiate similar items.
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Viewitw cone remesentations. Of the three viewing cone-
designs, the stationary pile version (Figure 7a) was rejected
by all 10 users. All thought it was difficult to gauge where
they were within the pile. Four users preferred the ‘side
shift’ style (Figure 7b), 5 preferred the ‘document pull-out’
style (Figure 7c), and 1 user was undecided between these
latter two designs. Both of the prefetred designs clearly
provided a view of an item’s location in the pile, in addition
to a representation shown within the viewing cone. Al-
though it was not implemented in theprototype, once users
had an item visible in the cone they often tried to grab it by
either releasing and then quickly clicking the mouse, or by
attempting to drag it from the pile.

Most users liked the viewing cone as a browsing method. It
made it possible for them to identify items by their minia-
ture representation without disturbing the pile’s state. Users
also liked the ability to view any page of an individual
item, although not all were pleased with using the cursor
keys on the keyboard to cause this action. Page numbering
information (e.g. ‘ 1 of 10’) was found valuable while pag-
ing through the document, because it indicated the relative
size of each item, as well as position within an item. One
user desired random access to any page via selection of its
number from the keyboard. A few users expressed interest
in being able to target the viewing cone at any item on the
desktop – a single document, a folder – and not just items
in piles.

During the tests we noted a potential problem with the
viewing cone implementation – users might need to depress
the mouse button for a long time while browsing, which
could lead to repetitive stress injury. A possible solution is
to invoke the cone whenever the user clicks on a pile, there-
by alleviating the need for the mouse button to be continu-
ously depressed. This would also allow the user to click the
mouse button again to select an item for removal from the
pile while the viewing cone was active.

~indin~ items within the ~ile. We showed the subjects a
physical version of a report and identified a specific illus-
tration which we wanted them to find within a pile on the
computer desktop. Users were asked to use the viewing
cone and cursor keys to examine items in the pile. All of
the users were able to find the illustration within a reason-
able amount of time. As mentioned earlier, we were not
concerned with timing information, but rather with the fea-
sibility of the viewing cone for this task.

Since the picture was within a report which was bound in a
green-edged cover, several users recognized the document
within the pile by its clearly visible green spine. A common
strategy was to subsequently move through the document’s
miniature pages, looking for a small colored image in the
top right corner of a page. Only one user took advantage of
the page numbers on the miniature representations to identi-
fy the page. A few users did not expect the document on
the computer to have the green spine that was present on
the physical report because they perceived it to be an addi-
tion which the system could not have known about. These
users’ strategy was to start at the top of the pile and system-
atically look through every item, page by page, to find the
picture.

We also asked the subjects to find a colored bar graph, a
map of the North American continent within an atlas, and

some bullet point text. Only some of the users found the
items, and with some difficulty. Many users felt they would
do better with their own information and their difficulty
was due to a lack of familiarity with the material in the pile.
Several users discussed ways they would like the system to
help them in such a situation. They commonly wanted the
ability to search for specific data types, names, keywords,
and other identifiers.

From this feedback, we inferred that it might be useful to
give the user control over the information presented in the
viewing cone. For instance, when searching for a graph, the
user could select data type ‘graph’ as the search criteria,
thereby causing the viewing cone to display only pages
containing graph data types. This could be a powerful way
to search, since it would enable the user to tailor the view
according to current needs.

General discussion. At the end of the test, we asked users
how they would use piles, and how the system might assist
them. In general, users were receptive to the idea of having
the system help them with their routine tasks, such as sort-
ing incoming mail. Most users reported having between
two and five mail systems, fax, and voice mail. They liked
the idea of receiving all incoming information in a pile
which could be accessed with the viewing cone. Within
such a pile, they would want the system to prioritize items
using characteristics such as sender, topic, content key-
words, date, and urgency. We anticipate these priorities
could be learned by the system over a period of time by
watching the user interact with incoming information.

FUTURE WORK:
FROM DESIGN SKETCH TO IMPLEMENTATION
There are many areas in which this work can proceed. A
few of our current directions are described below.

Improving Designs and Working with Familiar Data
We plan to further explore the appropriate model for a pile
— and how to possibly combine users’ expectations about
its document-centeredness vs. pile-centeredness – by iterat-
ing on our previous Director prototypes.

In addition, we intend to build prototypes that incorporate
items of relevance to the individual being tested. The infor-
mal tests described above involved fabricated data that was
unfamiliar to our subjects. In order to continue refining our
designs, we need to construct prototypes that will allow
subjects to interactively use piles for their own information
over an extended period of time. An extension to the cur-
rent Finder interface that would allow users to create and
work with piles alongside folders would provide an excel-
lent opportunity to further these designs. However, it may
prove more feasible to undertake the next round of iteration
by addressing a limited domain, such as a mail system.

Browsing by Other Criteria
The current design allows users to browse the contents of
piles by viewing miniature representations of each item.
While users found this feature useful in the tests, they also
expressed interest in accessing other representations. We
are currently exploring the types of “browse by...” criteria
the system might offer. For example, users might want to
selectively emphasize some data type during browsing, as
in the case of ‘show me all the documents containing
movies within this pile.’ When confronted with unfamiliar
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data, users might want to browse by textual abstract, since a
miniature visual representation might not provide insight
into an unknown item’s content.

Technology to Support Pile Interactions
The interface designs described in this paper were primarily
inspired by observations with users, and not necessarily by
existing technology. At the time of design, we were unsure
if information retrieval techniques could adequately support
some of the interactions, such as pile scripting-by-example
or sub-pile creation. Consequently, we initiated a collabora-
tive research effort with the Information Retrieval Team
within Apple Computer’s Advanced Technology Group.

Some preliminary work in implementing low level support
for pile functionality has been undertaken. Current research
is focussing on a clustering technique that would automati-
cally create sub-piles. For example, a user could supply the
system with a pile of documents, and based on the content
of the documents within that pile, the system would suggest
and describe suitable sub-piles.

As this work progresses, we plan to adapt our designs to
reflect the technology that can be realized.
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